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Ashliman: Mormonism and the Germans: An Annotated Bibliography, 1848-1966

mormonism and the germans
an annotated bibliography 1848 1966
D L ASHLIMAN

american student of
mormonism to forget that the latter day saints have also
attracted the attention of scholars and writers outside of the
english speaking world many of whose works are worthy of
serious consideration although 1I have found no german commen tator on the latter day saints who writes with the keen
mentator
ville the bibliography below does
tocqueville
perception of a de Tocque
contain works some written by outstanding scholars whose
unique perspective should not be ignored by the serious student of mormonism
the following bibliography has been compiled chiefly from
Got
tingen university library the card
gottingen
g6ttingen
the resources of the rottingen
catalogs of the new york public library and the princeton
university library were also used
my principal source of book titles has been the national
hes burber
bucher
deutsches
deutschel
bibliographies by kayser and hinrichs the Deutsc
ie using these stanverzeichnis and the deutsche Bibliograph
bibliographic
dard works in combination one can obtain bibliographical
data on most books published in the german language since

it

is easy but unjustifiable for the

1750 subject matter indexes were not included between 1832
and 1891 so 1I may have missed some books especially fiction
that did not include the word mormon in the title from
this period if they were not important enough to have been included in other bibliographies such as the standard theological
bibliographies the bibliographies included in many of the
separate studies or the catalog of the yale collection of western americana
ie der deutschsprachigen zeitschrif
bibliographic
dietrich s Bibliograph
tenliteratur has cataloged the articles of germany s most important periodicals since 1861 between 1909 and 1944 a number of important newspapers were also included germany has
mr ashliman spent 196667
1966 67 in germany working on his doctoral dissertation which is nearing completion he is presently instructor of german at the
university of pittsburgh
73
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long had an active sensationalistic press and numerous articles
and stories about the church must have appeared in germany s
tabloids slicks and pulps
culps which would neither be cataloged
by standard bibliographies nor preserved by even the largest
libraries the presiding bishopric s office in frankfurt am
main has a large file of such material which has been collected rather haphazardly since about 1952 and systematically
with the assistance of newspaper clipping services since
given
olven wide publicity to the deviant or crimioiven
1966 the press has given
mormons and has capitalized on such
nal behavior of wayward cormons
scandals as the polygamous colony at short creek arizona on
the other hand the church has received much favorable newspaper publicity from the tabernacle choir s european tour in
1955 concerts and exhibitions by brigham young university
and mission groups and the utah symphony orchestra s
mormons
56 and famous cormons
european concert tour in 190
1966
igo
Mor mons especially if they visit germany are frequently given good publicity
mormons
leading this list is elder ezra taft benson other cormons
who have attracted the attention of the german press include
ivy baker priest gene fullmer alice buehner and george

romney
since 1964 the church s newspaper publicity in germany
has mushroomed in this year elder ezra taft benson organized the european information service the public relations
arm of the church in the german speaking countries and italy
largely through the efforts of this organization virtually
every move the church makes in germany austria and switzerland is given newspaper publicity in 1966 the information
service collected an average of 310 column inches per month
less than ten percent of which was judged to be strongly antagonistic the bulk of this coverage has been of local events and
in local newspapers for which reason I1 have made no attempt
to catalog it
other forms of mass media are still harder to catalog than
mormons have been occasionally mentioned in
the daily press cormons
german motion pictures usually with a humorous reference
to polygamy
but to my knowledge the church has played
mahlzeiten 1967
an important role only in edgar reitz s afahlzeiten
in which the leading couple is converted to mormonism the
film is of special interest because the missionary parts are
played by actual mormon elders there is also a mormon
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comedy presently 1967 being played on german stages
rene de obaldia
Ob aldia
m den zweigen des sassafras by reng
wind in
translated from french by eugen helmig
heimie but there is little
helmie
helmle
mormon about obaldia s crude but lovable pioneers and the
cormons is mentioned so fleetingly that
fact that they are mormons
most theater visitors will not be aware of it
translations of english language publications have not
been included in the present bibliography and there have been
many especially in mormon fiction nor have the voluminous
official church publications been included virtually all of
which are translations of american works
for further research outside of the anglo american sphere
Mor monen joseph
M H A van der valk s de pro
profeet
feet der mormonen
smith jr kampen 1921 contains a bibliography with over
1400 items including many titles in german french dutch
and scandinavian as well as english
1848

dien
dlen
TrIestin
amerika und triestindien
Westin
westindien
nordamerika
ziegler alexander skizzen einer reise durch nors
nord
cormons
60 66
II 6066
Mormons 11
dresden and leipzig mormons
A firsthand
first hand account of the mormon exodus from nauvoo in
september 1846
1854
zwischen
ivanderungen zwischer
j6ngsten tage wanderungen
zw ischen
Hei ligen vom jungsten
moritz
heiliger
die heiligen
1 82
hudson und mississippi 1851 und 1852 stuttgart and tubingen 11
II 182
an objective account of mormonism and its background in
yankee america by a well known german journalist who also
authored two important books about bismark busch ends this chapter
of his american travel narrative with the statement
whatever the
miracles of their apostles and prophets may be mormonism itself is
p 82
one of the greatest miracles of the nineteenth century

busch

1855

aer
hei
ihr staat
prophet
Mor monen ahr
ihr glaube
asi ahr
moritz die mormonen
staal und ahr
ihr Prop
ap
leipzig 158 pp
an enlargement of the above treatment busch accepts the
spaulding manuscript theory as do nearly all german writers even
to the present day he devotes considerable space to polygamy and
includes the mormon defense and ite
ile
lie mentions many fruits of morhe

busch

monism

which are by no means all bad

p

5

1856

geschichte
geschichie
mormonen
deschichie der Mor
01shausen theodor Gesch
heiliger
monen oder jungsten tages heiligen
olshausen
in nordamerika
ap
244 pp
Nord amerika gottingen
g6ttingen
rottingen
Got tingen iv
A relatively unpartisan overall treatment by an editor and publisher of german language newspapers in missouri and iowa from
1851 to 1865
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1858

Tage buch elner
Moll
einer reise rom
mbllhausen
mollhausen
hausen heinrich balduin tagebuch
vom
moil
moli
dollhausen
dom mississippi nach
den Ki
sfidsee introd
untrod alexander von humboldt leipzig mor
sudsee
isten der sudser
kusten
prairien
mons ap
pp 435440
wanderungen durch die prairies
435 440 2nd
and ed irlanderungen
Pra irien und
Nord amerika
widsten
leipzig 1860
west lichen nordamerika
wfisten des westlichen
wiisten
an illustrated account of the whipple expedition of which
m611hausen
Moll hausen was a member the information for his factual but unmollhausen
dollhausen
mormons was gleaned from the reports of
sympathetic excursus on the cormons
hand conjohn W gunnison and howard stansbury and from first
firsthand
tact with mormon pioneers on the upper missouri river an
english version appeared under the title diary of a journey from the
mississippi to the coasts of the pacific with a united states government expedition trans mrs percy sinnett london 1858
1859
Salz see geograph
geography
Mor monen und ahr
ihr land am groen
andree karl
die mormonen
groffen salzsee
groflen
ische wanderungen dresden 11
31
II 1131
A reprint of articles which appeared originally in the periodical
ves iland IV
I V 1852
Wes
although andree presents in the
das westland
1853
18521853

main an accurate account of mormon history his emphasis on polymaln
gamy the danites
canites
Da nites and mormon fanaticism does not form a favorable image of the latter day saints

humboldigebirge nach
schiel jacob H
reise durch die felsengebirge und die humboldtgebirge
skillen
dem stillen
stillcn ocean schaffhausen 139 pp
ap
schiel a member of the gunnison expedition spent seven
months in utah in 1853 roughly one third of his book is devoted
mormons and is one of the bitterest condemnations of the
to the cormons
latter day saints ever published in german A laudable english
translation is journey through the rocky mountains and the humboldt mountains to the pacific ocean ed trans thomas N bonner norman oklahoma 1961
1860

overbeck J

murmonischen
Mormon ismus nach murinonischen
murmon ischen quellen gotha
mormon
der mormonismus
1861

m611hausen
Halb indianer erzhlung
Erz ahlung aus dem west
Moll hausen heinrich balduin der halbindianer
halbindiancr
mollhausen
erzahlung
haib
dollhausen
lichen nord amerika leipzig and jena 4 vols 1118 pp
ap republished
as late as 1909
A novel by one of nineteenth century germany s most popular
but now forgotten novelists part of the action takes place in salt
mormons play minor roles the sinister image of the
lake city and cormons
mormon church painted in Moll
moil
moli hausen s later novels is entirely
m611hausen
mollhausen
dollhausen
missing in this work

reyen
norr americas
resen
ainerikas bis zum hoch plateau
amerikas
reisen in die felsengebirge nord
untrod alexander von humboldt leipzig 2 vols mor
von neu mexico introd
mons 1I 362363
362 363 396
399
396399

an

moll
account of the ives colorado expedition of which m611
hausen was a member he tells of mormon missionary efforts among
the mohave indians and reveals the party s distrust and dislike of all
mormons
cormons
Mor mons

die mormonen hauptstadt und deren sultan
Nord amerika
nordamerika
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1863

sud
m611hausen
ahlung aus dem fud
erzahlung
mollhausen
Moll hausen heinrich balduin der mayordomo
erzhlung
Jayordoino Erz
dollhausen
jajor
anschlufl
Halh
indianer
an den hsih
lichen Kali
halhindianer
halbindtaner
anschlu
zm anschau
mexiko im
formen und neu mehiko
kalifornien
kaliformen
chiling jena 4 vols 1004 pp
fliichtling
fifichiling
ap republished as late as 1909
und FIfi
zimmermann W F A carl gottfried wilhelm vollmer
nien und das Gold
goldfieher
goldfieber
goldzieher
re isen in dem wilden westen nord
Califor
fieber reisen
fleker
californian
californien
goldgraber
griber mormonen
Mormonen und indianer
amerikas leben und sitren
americas
siten der Gold
mormons
Mor mons pp
ap 144
144250
berlin cormons
250
complimentary
in many respects one of the most con
plimentaiy mormon treatments ever to have appeared in germany vollmer even justifies or
at least refuses to condemn
nn polygamy
conder
the members of our party
mormons
found no immorality among the cormons
p 177 of special
Mor mons
descriptions
ons of utah industries and mining
interest are his detailed descript
operations although the book is dedicated to the well educated of
the german people it is written largely in the style of a pulp novel
and is marred by numerous errors
1864
haugen
erzahlung
Erz ahlung aus
m611hausen
mormonenmadcben eine erzihlung
hausen heinrich balduin das mormonenmddchen
Moll
mollhausen
moli
dollhausen
ilgen der
Hei
der zeit
heiliger
staaten
vereinigten skaalen
hel ligen
knegszuges der vereiniglen
slaalen gegen die heiligen
zeir
zelt des kriegszuges
he
liv
jabre 18571858
ap
letzten tage lin
letzter
1857 1858 jena 6 vols 893
873 pp
895
in jahre
lahre
A popular novel set in utah during the mormon war the
latter day saints are depicted as ruthless fanatics although this book
received high praise from contemporary literary critics and was republished as late as 1935 it is forgotten today

1866
Salz seestadt
tiber die mormonen
liber
Mor monen der salzseestadt
ein amerikaner ilber

das ausland XXXIX

1086 1088
10861088

A review of samuel bowles book across the continent springfield massachusetts and new york 1865 and 1866 the reviewer
condemns polygamy and claims that it is unpopular even among the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons he praises the salt lake theater

aus dem mormonenstaat

garren
gartenlaube
garlenlaube
Garten
Garlen laube p 455
1867

lllustnerte zeitung leipMormonen in amerika illustrierle
storch J
das reich der mormonen
IL no 1265 207208
zig
207 208
A tirade against the alleged manipulation and spiritual enslavemormons by their ruthless leaders storch does mention
ment of the cormons
fcformons
ni
mormons
ormons in utah and gives special
the secular achievements of the cormons
praise to the salt lake theater
1868

Mor monen
land und leute im fernsten westen mormonen
87

107

115 118 312 327330
327 330
115118

uber
obet land und meer XIX
oier

399

391
591

1869

globus lllustnerte
landey
illusirierle Zeit
zejtschnft
zelt
lander
lenser
linder
fur lensey
schrift jur
zeitschrift
kunde
und v51kerkunde
volkerkunde
Volker punde
sunde XVI 297299
297 299
A review of an article in the new york herald nov 5 1869
telling of the feud between godbe harris E L T harrison
and brigham young

Mor monen
die krisis unter den mormonen
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Mor monen
Bet stunden der mormonen
heiliger in den betstunden
wunderliche heilige

guitenlaube
garienlaube
Garien
Guiten laube
laule p 25

globus illusirierte
mormeneo
lllustrierte
Zu
see
Mor menen am groen Salz
salzsee
stande unter den mormenen
zustande
volkeikunde XVI 9
zestschnjt
Zeli
tur lander und undv51kerkunde
schrift fur
zelischrift
A firsthand
expose of conditions in utah the author claims
first hand expose
cormons suffer
that mormon polygamy approaches incest that mormons
greatly because of their refusal to accept medical aid other than the
laying on of hands and that the negro cannot enter the mormon
heaven
1870

aus der geschichte und dem Katechis
mus der mormonen
Mor monen
katechismus
busch montz
moritz
572
daheim VI 553
556 570
056
053
555
055556
553556
570572
geschichte
geschichie
mormonen
1hres Glaubens
nebsi einer
nebst
Mo monen
ihref
darsiellung thres
Gesch
efney
ecuer daistellung
elner
ichie dei Mor
moimonen
mouen neasi
nonen
imonen
socialen
wcialen
polit ischen vc
haltnisse
bait
halt
balt
sociales
len und politischen
ien
verhiltnisse
und ihrer gcgenuaitigen
gegenwirtigen socia
nisse leipzig
444 ap
pp
vill
vili
viii
vm
cormons
one of the most comprehensive and best studies of the mormons
to have
hae appeared in german the approach and tone are similar
to the authors
authors earlier works 1854 and 1855 busch regrets that
joseph smith s full story may never be revealed because of the un
of most of the sources p vil
vii
reliability
vn
liability
le

greif martin

Mor monen
die mormonen

in dublin
first published in the wiener
presse
No vellen
piesse reprinted in nachgelassene
lebtes lovellen
selbslei leates
novellen
nachelasserc schriffen
schrifien selbslerlebtes
schizften
Sk izzen leipzig 1912 pp
ap 221342
221 342
skizzen
542
Si
siizzen
221542
cormons that has
rily the best fictional treatment of the mormons
literarily
literanly
Litera
literally
Lite ranly
been written in german but also one of the most slanderous greif
a prominent german poet gives us here a fictional account of mor
mon agents in ireland the novel written in the style of edgar
allan poe abounds in intrigue murder and abduction all at the
hands of mormon missionaries
missionaries

mormonen
en
monen
Mor
mornionen
Mornion

allgeineine
allgemeine zeitung

augsburg

pp
ap 621

3731

1871

mormonen
monen in der klemme globus
die Mor
volkeikunde XX 298300
uidd v&lkerkunde
aid
ui

zetts chri ft fur linder
linser
illustrate zeiischrift

A report of the increasing friction between the united states
government and the latter day saints over the question of polygamy

Gestal tung
neuestc gestaltung
die neueste
789
783789
785789
785
783

des moimonenreiches
mormonenreiches in

utah

das ausland XLIV

an

account of mining and agriculture in utah the author sees
in the influx of miners and above all in the completion of the trans
doln s protective isolation and
Mormon doin
of mormondom
continental railroad the end ot
the beginning of the mormon kingdom s fall
1873

erbach erbach
ap
452 pp
eyth max

lindemann

ernst graf zu

frieje aus amerika heidelberg vii
vil
Reise
vn
briefe
reisebnefe
reisebriefe

burg eines Ingeni
eurs
amet
Amei ika vol 11
buch
ander ouch
anderbuch
ingemeuis
ingenieurs
II of W lvanderbuch
amerika
uis heidelberg
Ingeme
gayten
garten
garien
mormonenjande
em
ischer schulmeister im mormonerilande
sachsischer
shchsischer
M eln
ein sachs

laube p 794

Mor monen
heu tigen mormonen
Schlagin tweit robert von
schlagintweit
utah und die heutigen
nalur und leben IX 828 8693 148153 210214
nafui
aalur
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allgeme ane
allgemeine
jne zeitung augsallgene
Mor monen
schleiden rudolf
utah und die mormonen
16 19 reprinted in reise erinnerungen aus den vereinigten
burg
feb 1619
ap 2872
Ain erika
28 72
staaten von amerika
eilla new york 1873 pp
din
slaaten
A laudable account by a german diplomat in washington from
1853 to 1864 schleiden traveled extensively in america visiting both
utah and the ruins of nauvoo william H seward credited him
with knowing more contemporary american history than any other
allgemeine deutsche
man alive the americans not excluded
biographee
graphe leipzig 1908 LIV 39
Bio
biographe
biograpke
blo
1874

globus illustrierte
jar
Salz see
Zeit schrift jur
lllustrierte zeitschrift
fur
Mor monen am groen salzsee
bei den mormonen
gunde
kunde
kunfe XXV 353357
v3ikerkunde
volkerkunde
353 357
linder
duder und Volker
under
lindet
cormons accomplishments but
an account which praises the mormons
condemns polygamy special mention is given the salt lake theater
and brigham young s alleged attempts to woo the popular actress
fraulein alexandra

weir
weil
well
welt
hubner
eln spaziergang um die weit
ein
Hil
hll brier joseph alexander freiherr von em
hii
cormons
ingi
i8gi
151 7th
Mor mons 1I 91
ath ed 1891
leipzig mormons
91151
A metternichean
ean austrian nobleman s account of his tour of
Metternich
the world capitals the description of his stay in utah is little more
than a tirade against brigham young the german version is the
artour de monde
author s own translation of the original promenade autour
paris 1873 an english translation A rumble
rambie
ramble round the world
appeared in london in 1874 the work appeared in italian as
sra
aja
intorno al mondo torino 1873
1875
passeggiata
ala entorno
Passeggi
187 and milano 1877
mormonen
illusli rette zeitschrift
jur lander
Zeit schrift fur
Wan derung globus illustrierte
wandering
Mor monen auf der wanderung
volkerkunde
Volker kunde XXV 372376
372 376
und
uhd
ind v51kerkunde
an illustrated account of the mormon overland migration

richter J J

avren
sra
staaten
avlen
aalen
Sta
aten zurich
skaalen
staalen
bilder aus den vereinigten St

gen vom tungsten
mormonen
oen
heiligen
heiliger
monen oder die helli
Hei
Schlagin tweit robert von die Mor
schlagintweit
hel ligen
gegenwart
his
bis
Gege nwart leipzig xvi
enr
siehung fis
elt auf die gegenwarth
eit
entstehung
292
tage von ihrer entsiehung
Ent
and ed rev cologne and leipzig 1878
pp
ap 2nd
one of four commendable books on the american west by a
noted german geographer

1877

busch moritz

die mormonen bibel

gatten
gartenlaube
garlenlaube
gatlen
laube p gig
616
Garten
Garlen lauke

1879

der mormonenstaat in utah

holik ns XLI 631663
kaj
631 663
katholik
kaiholik
Kat
Kai
kar
der katholiki
1881

jolas G
jolss

ap
im kanton bern bern 77 pp
das sectenwesen lm
che
rhe
und die
kircbe
johannes die erangelische kirche
ki rge

en und
separatisten
separailsten
Separatist
i
jungst
Seki
gegenwart
ap
gegenuart
sehr
Gege nwart
Sek
seff
fiefer
tierer
nuart gotha iii L 60 pp
nuutt
sekilerer
sektierer
sei
zefer
lerer der gegenwarth
12 15
Mormonen das ausland LIV 1215
vielwelberei bei den mormonen
die vielweiberei
A glowing review of mrs stenhouse s an englishwoman in
Mormo nisin london 1880
utah the story of a lifes experience in mormonism
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1882
lischen
bodenstedt friedrich
ischen
Atlant
allanlischen
Mormonen
mornionen
en vom atlantischen
Allan
ein besuch bei den mormonen
alian
atlan
Mornion
zum shillen
stillen ocean leipzig pp
ap 587426
387 426
387426
587
A popular nineteenth century german poet s report of a trip
to salt lake city in 1880 bodenstedt s writing skill and his ability
as a sensitive impartial observer combine to make this account of
the latter day saints one of the most laudable ever to have appeared
in germany
mormonen
ehemann A
Mor monen in england
beilage zur allgemeinen zeitung
munich p 1313
1515
1513
1315

1883

Moll
m611hausen
hausen heinrich balduin der
mollhausen
dollhausen
republished as late as 1905
1005
A fictional account of
and their tyrannical rule

mormonen
Mor
moi
Mo
moimonen
monen
imonen
1I

fanatiker berlin

vols

xi

ap
764 pp

mormon proselyting activities in norway
in

utah

zell wochenschrift
zelt
zeil
die neue
wochenschiift
neuf zeit

104

3

ischen
schen sozialdemokratie
deuischen
deulschen
der deu
deuischer
deul
deh

von den mormonen
Mor monen

neue evange
evangelische
erangelische
lische kirchenzeilung cols 448
449
448449
A short article which explains the difference between the utah
mormons
cormons
mornions
Morn
tons
ions and the reorganized church called here the kirtland
lons
mormons
cormons
Mor mons
1884

americanische
canische
Ameri
ameiicanische
amerl

leipzig

die mormonen propaganda
LXXXII no 2117 77
78
7778
Sk
izzen
skizzen

illustrierle
lllustiierte

zeitung

mormons which praises them for
A short general history of the cormons
being among the most industrious most energetic and wealthiest
citizens of the united states
p 77
but criticizes the despotic
religious discipline
p 78 which has been forced upon them

globus
moltke A freiherr von
sicht des mormonismus
aussicht
Mormon ismus
lage und Aus
morinonismus
illustrieife
illustrierle zeh
kunde XLV 189
Volker punde
volkerkunde
ldnder und vlkerkunde
191
scbrift fur lander
schrift
189191
zeitschnft
an objective account of the legal problems facing the united
states government in the mormon problem
1885

kundig J

was haben wir von den mormonen
Mor monen zu balten
halien basel

meyer hans eine weltreise
Plauder eien aus elner
lveltreise
erdum
zweifcihrigen eidum
Wel
einer zweijiihrigen
oei treise plaudereien
oel
cormons
sege
segelung
ap 418423
lung leipzig mormons
418 423
Mormons pp
the narrative of a trip through utah in early 1883 meyer is
unimpressed with salt lake city rails the practice of polygamy and
calls brigham young an absolute autocrat
p 421

mormonen ansiedlung in mexico Deu
ische rundschau
tsche
mundschau
schau jut
Rund
Geog raphie und
deutsche
fur geographic
fut
Stat
istik VII
St
altilik
vil 520
an account of mormon migration to mexico in an attempt to
avoid prosecution under the edmunds act
poesche emma
Mor monen Deu
deutsche
raphie und
ische mundschau
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433 438 440441
493
487493
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A sympathetic well written account of life among the mormons
Mor mons
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leipzig
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anonymous cycle of poems depicting the sad lot of a polygamous mormon woman in addition to favorable reviews the collection received publicity for its novel appearance the poems were
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may is one of germany s most enigmatic writers his approximately thirty five novels of western adventure are still popular today
more than fifty years after the author s death although no one now
takes seriously his oft repeated claim that the fantastic adventures
recorded in his books were personal experiences may frequently
mormons in his adventure stories an important episode
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gelern which has recently been made into a popular film
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nary
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1889
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Fern
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elief das
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ap
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blotter aus utah

A rather clumsy expose by an angry churchman written in
Fern hagel s logic he sees
salt lake city in 1888 an example of fernhagel
in joseph smith s changing his story from gold plates to brass plates
a stroke of genius as materialistic americans would not long let
gold plates remain hidden p 13
1890
And
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lung XL 394
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11 126251
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A short notice of the manifesto and its political results
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praises the mormons

streng

1893

may karl
scharz
schalz regensburg
deuischer Haus
hausschafz
hausschalz
XX 1die felsenburg deutscher
52
first installment
republished in book form as recently as 1952 in
vienna and heidelberg
A still popular novel whose plot is provided by mormon harry
melton s attempts to force a group of immigrants to perform slave
labor in a quicksilver mine
1895
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grober
Mor monen
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istik
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slik LVII
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walther J

1896

die
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herband
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Mor monen und die aufnahme
der vereinigten staaten
Sta aten lllustrierte
illustrierte zeitung leipzig CVII no 2772
slaaten
195
196
195196
A news article reporte
ng utah s admission into the union the
reporting
reportl
mormons achievements are described in superlatives the salt lake
cormons
temple as the most beautiful church on the american continent
and utah as the western state with the highest standard of living
p

196

franz

oppenheimer

die siedlungsgenossenschaft leipzig
1897

ubl I dums becher
nj ubi
mormonenjubilaums
Mormone
mormonenj
1
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leipzig

CIX

no

2822

156

A short news article about the fiftieth anniversary of the saints
arrival in utah the official anniversary cup is the center of the
article

munzinger K
freiburg

Mor monen
in stadt und tempel der mormonen
XI cols 991
1069 72
1049 51 106972
996 104951
991996

liche welt
Christ
christliche

cormons
report of a trip to the mysterious city of the mormons
cormons achievements
col 992 in 1895 munzinger boasts of the mormons
the tabernacle is one of the world s greatest construction wonders
col 1069 but he is unsympathetic toward their beliefs and gives
mormon polygamy as a proof that fanatics and visionaries
vision aries succumb
col 1049
readily to sensuality

the

zur entstehungsgeschichte
entsteliungsgeschichte

des Mormon
popularwissen
ismus
bruells populirwissen
mormonismus
adolf bruella
liche monatshlitter
fiher das judentum
Be
ilber
belehrung
monatsblatter zur lehrung
schaft
schaftliche
schafiliche
Juden tum XVII no 8
204
206
204206
an unsympathetic general account of mormonism written for
jewish readers contains an accurate synopsis of the book of mormon stressing the fact that the subjects of the book were allegedly
members of the house of israel
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lers fort 1846
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trans and ed erwin G and elisabeth K gudde norman oklahoma 1961 and journal july 26 september 8 1846 trans and
117ed dale L morgan utah historical quarterly XIX 1951
176

schau fur
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Mor monen
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Rund scham
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fik XXII 165
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geographic
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statistik
165172
staf
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6209
an objective accurate account telling about the edmunds act
and the manifesto and praising the latest mormon achievements in
colonization and irrigation

1902
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Mor monen

versum
Uni
universum
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XIX 135-

137

letzlen
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Mormonen in deutschlande
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deutschland
Deutsch
ten berlin
no 49 cols 776779
776 779
A short history of latter day saint mission efforts in germany
together with a sarcastic rebuttal of certain mormon doctrines the
mormons are probably still practicing
readers are warned that the cormons
polygamy and that english hymns are sung in german sunday
schools thus making conversion to mormonism both morally objectionable
tio nable and unpatriotic

rekte
die mormonen sekte

miiller
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fur
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LII 219222
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mormons can be refused the right to conduct rep 221
that cormons
ligious services at cemeteries p 221
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p 222
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lemcke heinrich
bahrt
fahrt nach den mormonen kolonien in mexiko
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niale Zeit
IV 123125
139 142
123 125 139142
schrift berlin
zeitschrift
an interesting illustrated article containing a german visitors
impressions of two mormon colonies in mexico dublan and juarez
lemcke was not only impressed by his hosts mr pratt and heinrich
eyring but also by the accomplishments of the colonists

osthaus F
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bei den mormonen

E
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no

36

pelt J R van
realencyklopadie jur
protestantische
protestant ische theol
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ogie und kirche ed albert hauck 3rd
465 478
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evangelical encyclopedia
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schweizer reformblatter
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kriminalerzahlung
amerikanische kriminalerzhlung
ainerikanische
Amerikanische

A trivial detective novel in which two private detectives are
pitted against the order of the golden lion of utah the secret
society of the mormon leaders they free a kidnapped girl uncover
numerous other mormon crimes and escape to the east
letzien tage
letzten
mormonentum die sogenannie
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Hei ligen der kletzien
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nonen in utah mit be
geetersloh
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schen missionsarbeit
GEters loh 130 pp
Missions arbeit giitersloh
ap
A tirade against everything mormon written by a german
cormons
evangelical pastor and former missionary to the mormons
Mormons his account of the mission founded in utah in 1902 by the german evancormons is of special interest
gelical church to christianize the mormons
1909
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zeir
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zelt
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224

an

account of the reception in salt lake city of a delegation of
seventy six participants in an international women s congress in toronto mrs tiburtius found the salt lake women very cultivated
but mormon doctrine ridden by contradictions and abp 224
surdi ties but still no more difficult to explain than other religious
surdities
phenomena of the nineteenth century such as christian science and
cormons did
spiritualism p 224 her twenty four hours among the mormons
not allow time for careful research and her statements are not always
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Schwarm geister st gallen 148 pp
modeane
moderne schwarmgeister
ap

boni josef

gerardi bernhard

grundsdize
grundsatze und wege zur sekienhekimpfung
sektenbekampfung wiesbaden
baden
wiesbader
Wies

fr

gutha
dargestellt
holzapfel P heribert die seeten
sekten inn deutschlande
Deutschland Darges
Dages tellt fur
dagestellt
jur das gutho
deutschland
lische volk regensburg and munich 133 pp
ap

jungeblut rolf das gesellschaftliche system der mormonen
Mormonen diss
am main vill
viii f 115 pp
ap
vili
1926
neuzettlichen sefren klagenfurt
neuzeitlichen

heimbucher max

die
au8enkirchliche gemeinschaften
auenkirchliche

stocks
schau 111
liche mundschau
Rund
III 259
rundschau
Co hausz otto
cohausz

frankfurt

sches deutschlande
Evangeli
Deutsch land
evangelisches
eringelisches
deutschland

1927
Kat holik was hast du an den dekien
sekien
sekten
katholiki
katholik

kirch

steyl 32 pp
ap

mormonen
aus deni
dem lande der Mor
illustrierte zeitung
monen
lorenz arthur
ap 592593
leipzig CLXVII
592 593
clxv11 no 4285 pp
A complimentary general article with eight quality photographic
reproductions of scenic attractions in utah
christlichen
lichen kirchen und seeten
mulert hermann konfessionskunde die christ
sekten
giessen 2nd
and ed rev berlin 1937 xix 4 477 pp
ap
kleine
heine sekienbfichlein
sektenbuchlein stuttgart 80 pp
ap
das hejne

len P
Scheur
scheurlein
scheurlen

1928

ligen der letzter
Mormonen oder die Hei
heiligen
helligen
algermissen konrad die mormonen
letzten
heiliger
leiven tage
Hel
hez
ilten
Christ liche keklen
seklen und kirche christi
sekten
ap reprinted from christliche
hannover 76 pp
1925

krawielitzki martin

Mor monen blankenburg
die mormonen

mormonen
deutschlande
Mor monen in deutschland
Deutsch land

National zeitung
nalionalzeitung
nationalzeitung

petrich hermann ungere
unsere sekten
keklen
seklen
sc schaffen
scha
tcha
ap
haffen
haften
flen berlin 291 pp

riemer martin

wider

basel

12 pp
ap

june

2nd
and ed

1931

10

Frei kirchen und weltanschauungsgesell
freikirchen

die Irr
geister
irrgeister

ap
ein sektenbuchlein
sektenbfichlein witten 110 pp

1929

mormonen
medizinmanner vienna 170 pp
ap
Mormonen und medizinininner
the author expands a one day visit to utah into an entire
chapter in this narrative of a trip to america

Bri
briefner
etner burghard
brietner

unter den mormonen
Mor monen neue freie presse vienna sept 15
tagebuchblitern einer reise leipzig 288 pp
ap
hensel rudolf amerika aus tagebuchblattern
aincrikabuch
also published under the title die neue welt ein amefikabuch
lothar rudolf
len paul
Scheur
scheurlein
scheurlen
4 pp
ap

werner M

wien

R

welt und wissen berlin XVI 74
79
7479
stuttgart
Mor monen
letzten
ilgen der delven
ligen
Hel
Hei
lelven tage
hez
heiligen
helligen
die heiliger
die mormonen
mormonen
Mormonen

Mormonen
die mormonen

tuge
Tage
tageblatt
kolner
kainer tagehlatl
kalner
kilner
tute blatt march

peiche freikirchen
pelche
chen gemeinschaften sind
sekten und aufserkirchlichen
Frei kirchen seeten
auperkirchll
welche

idi
ini
rhu kirchenkreise
Kirchen kreise konigsberg pr gitig
ize
tatfg
irn
titig
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1930
be sonderer berilcksichtigung
unter he
berifcksichtigung der
busch johannes das sektenwesen uhler
entstehung ausbreitung
Aus
ernsten bihelforscher
breitung und hauptirrtumer
aushreitung
sowie
dus
hauptirrtfimer bowie
duf
bibelfofscher enistehung
widerlegung
ffiderlegung und abwehr
ahwehr der modernen
mod
moderner
ernen sekilererei
ap
sektiererei hildesheim 359 pp
A roman catholic work against all christian sects the jehovah s
witnesses are busch s principal target but he does not hesitate to
mormons
throw frequent barbed comments at the cormons
Mor mons

Mormonen bund bern april 1
hundert jahre mormonen
ziiricher
hundert jahre mormonentum neue zurccher
zuricher
Zu richer zeitung april
hundertjahrefeier der mormonen
bote
koff
Reicks
Mormonen Reichs
reichsbote
reicksbote
die hundertiahrefeler
hunderljahrefeier der mormonen
Sach
Mormonen sack
sdchsische
sische
sachsische
die hundertjalirefeler
sark
april 22
kohler walther wesen und recht der sepre
sekle im
lands berlin 44 pp
ap

schaft
botschart
Bot
die botschaft

salomon E

sild

Hei ligen
heiliger
die heiligen

E

der jahrhunderte

der letzten
letzter

tage

march 26

berlin

13

april

srams
stams zeitung
staws
staats
stadts

30

dresden

religiosen
religi5sen legen
leven
leben
lehen deutsch

ivoche p 565
wocbe
563
die woche
Schles ische zeitung
schlesische

breslau

1931

Vielehe
Mor monen die aufkldrung
aufklarung monaisschrift
vielehe der mormonen
vielehr
justus
fur sexual
tuf
monatsschrift tur
und Lebens
III
lebensreform
reform berlin 111
lil 285
mormonentums ein beilrag
rossie
rossle julius aus der welf
andnis
beitrag zum Verst
verstindnis
verstandnis
weir des mormonenlunis
weil
weit
well
welt
der kirche jesu christi der Hei
ligen der letzten
heiligen
lelzten
heiliger
neukirchen
letzter tage
95 pp
ap

gens
varnung
he christen
kens eine warnung
hens
bens
sieben sekten
keklen des veiderbens
evangelise
seklen
wahnung jir
Verder
lische
verderhens
Veider
fur
velder
fir evange
ed wuppertal
Elb
Wup pertal eib
erfel d 32 pp
ap
elberfeld

18th

1932

geschichte und lehre der mormonen
Mormonen

grohl richard

prager presse july

10

christi der heiligen
Hei ligen der lezlen
letzten tage
heiliger
die kirche jesu christ
leelen

mor

ap
hildesheim 87 pp
A book written to protect the catholic people from mormon
recruiting attempts
p 8

monen

koch anton

seeten in deutschland
Deutsch land summon der zeit
deutschlande
sekten
gelstesleben
das geistesleben
gegenwart
Geiste sleben der gegenwarth
Gege nwart CXXII 194
202
194202

mormonen
Salz see
Mor monen am salzsee

weser zeitung
wefer
te trung bremen

feb

monatsschrift jur
monalsschrift
fur

9

1933

mayer F

mormonen
Mor monen

natur und geist

dresden

1I

182
178
178182

sander frank otto neitsch
im tausend
der mormone oder die ranch lm
quellen tal roman bremen 350 pp
ap 2nd
and ed wildeshausen
Wildes hausen 1950
windeshausen

leers J von
lin june

norwegen
borwegen
Norwegen und die mormonenfrage

deutsche zeitung

ber-

14

1937

christen kuno
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1938
1958

wirtschafthche
wirtschaftliche
mornionenkirche
liche theokratie mormonenkirche
bousquet G H
eine wirtschaft
ale zeitschrifienschau
auslese internationals
internationale
zerffi hrjftenschau XII 107983
Internation

die

1939

rees

A

Mor monen
lm lande der mormonen
im

C

april

schei beobachter
v51kischer
Volki
volkischei

berlin

15

1940

ponton josef
ap
515 pp

ligen
helligen
heiligen
heiliger
Hel
Hei
die hez
her

welzien
der lelzien
letzthn

tage

roman stuttgart and berlin

ponton a prizewinning
nme
ame
prize winning novelist depicts here an early nine
coincidentally
liy
lly
ily shares
steenth
coincidental
teenth century european sect which perhaps coincidenta
adventism and abstinence
name
both its narne
nime and certain beliefs zionism adventisin
day saints
from tobacco and alcohol with the american latter dry
1941

religi6sen gemeinschaften schlesiens
nebenlcirchhchen religiosen
U
bunzel L
die nebenkirchlichen
hi
kirchengescbichte liegnitz XXVI
schles ische kirchengeschichie
euch des veieins
buch
kuch
hibuch
jahrbuch
jahr
verdins
fur schlesische
xxv1
vereins tur
tuf
fibuch
100
57
57100

1948

Hei ligen der letzten
letzter tage fur
heiliger
hutten kurt
christl der heiligen
die kirche jesu christi
KJI ahlich
chlich theologische
theolo gische halbmonaisschrift
Besin nung kirchlich
stutt
arbeit und besinnung
halbmonatsschnft
albeit
II 162 168 236
gart 11
239 254264
236239
1949

morn onen
on en

def
heiligen
Hei ligen
da heiliger
die kirche jesu chris ti der

der
dei
det

paris
letten tage pans

ap
17 pp

1950

grfihler
seeten und relig
fihler Enthusiast
enthusiasten
enthhsiasten
gauber
religiose
religidse
en sefren
idse sonder
Gr
Gf
sekten
uter
late
uber
seher gfuber
sefer
cormons
geren warl
warr
geineinschaften
gemeinschajten der gegenwait
Gegen
gegenwarl
wart
waif
wait stuttgart yth ed rev 1958 mormons

hutten kurt
590
553 ygo
555
553590
555090
555590

A reasonably accurate but unsympathetic general account of
mormon history and doctrine in the standard german language protestant study of religious sects

Mor monen religion
joseph smith Begrunder der mormonen
XVIII no 894 5

W
eitwoche
elt
weltivoche

zurich

1952

christ
chiist und welt V no 39 14
A sympathetic portrayal of the mormon church in germany
datter day saints missionary activities which
with emphasis on the latter
the author suggests are financed by the united states government
mormonen
Mor
Campen hausen
monen wor
bertholet alfred and hans freiherr von campenhausen
set Religion
der
dei
del
en stuttgart p 31
terbuch
terbuck
religionen
religioner
teibuih jer
A short article which has little to say in addition to the statement that mormonism is a religious socialist sect of the american
wild west
Mor monen leben unter uns
auch mormonen

dey
de hatho
def
kathnlischen
hatholischen
lischen lebens ed wendelin rauch freiburg
lexicon sey
lexikon
cols 818819
A short uncomplimentary article example mormon doctrine is
glorifi
glonfi
primitive polytheism built on a foundation of the materialistic glorifia

mormonen
Mor monen
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91

polygamy is an essential part of their belief

1953
mcnmonen
mormonen
sind die Mor
monen zurich 20 pp
ap

2nd
and ed

1955

Lauten
sach hermann
mormonenland als beispiel eines sozialgeographi
Hern iAnn
lautensach
lautensack
lann das morinonenland
schen raumes
ap
baumes bonn 46 pp
A superficial but objective sociological study
33 19
der spiegel VII no 35
A history of polygamy in the mormon church from joseph
Spie gels traditional
spiegels
smith to short creek arizona written in der spiegell

lebe wohl mormonen
Mor monen
sarcastic style

mormonen
monen kirche und mann gutersloh VI no 2
die Mor
schwarmgeister
Schwarm geisler
sektierer
trisch
psychia
tierer und schwarmgeisler
psychialrisch
schulte walter Sek
geister psychiatrisch

5

sehen
gesehen
ge

1954
church and sect with special reference to germany
littel franklin H
276
262276
the ecumenical review VI no 3 262
an important essay on the difference between church and
sect to the german mind A german translation appeared in
6kumenische
okumen ische rundschau
mundschau
III no 2 excerpts were printed in zell
Rund schau 111
zeir
zelt
zeil
zeit
ili
631 633
wende sept pp
ap 631633

geschichtsbewuatseins
meinhold peter
alfange des amerikanischen geschichtsbewustseins
die anfange
saeculum V no 1 65
86
6586
meinhold sees in mormonism the beginning of american historical consciousness

Geist cr von
vou allerlei dekien
vau
van
profet
prufet die geister
religi5sen
Schatten mann paul priifet
sekien und religiosen
schattenmann
gegenwarth
Gege nwart rothenburg 75 ap
sondergemeinschaften der gegenwart
sondergeneinschaften
pp
Sieden
siedenschnur
schnur

gunther
giinther

sektenkatech ui mus
kleiner sekienkatechismus

bleidt
Verhei
verhei8ung
verhel ung bleibt
die verheiung

ihnen lebendig

gutersloh

32

pp
ap

wird utah ein mormonen staat

ische zeitung und wirtschaftszeitung
wirtschaftszeiiung IX no 65 3
deutsche
Deu
impressions of a german visitor to salt lake city with special
reference to mormon economic and political power in utah

bl eiben

1955

religiosen gruppen der
dekien fugier
ffihrer durch die religi5sen
sekien
fuhier
blanke fritz kirchen und sekten
mormons
gegenwart
Gege
gegenwarth
ard ed rev 1959
Mor mons p 91 3rd
nwart zurich cormons
eggenberger oswald
Mor monen
die mormonen
formation

sekler
beurmilt
beurteilt
milt yva
sekte
beur
ma
inaneine
manene
neine
canene
nene seklep
iva
wie beut
ina

zurich

ap
32 pp

Kathol ische blotter far
erang katholische
orientierang
orientierung
Orienti
fur weltanschauliche in195
zurich XIX 193
193195

1956
entwscklung und das system des mormonischen
monnonischen
Mormon
Monnon ischen
horsley andrew burt die en1wicklung
gen
miinster iv
erziehungswesens voraussetzungen und leistungen
ler
erziehungsuesens
lei stun geu
feu diss meinster
188 ap
pp
A doctoral dissertation written by a former supervisor of seminary teacher training at brigham young university the first third of
this study traces the theological roots of the mormon philosophy of
education the second third deals with the lives and contributions
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of three mormon educators karl G maeser john A widtsoe
wldtsoe
Widt soe and
mormons
and
john T wahlquist the last third examines the cormons
utah s achievements in education

warum bluhen
Sek
blumen die seeten
mondige christ
mfindige
bl6hen
sekten
hutten kurt
ten
der mundige
heinrich giesen et al stuttgart pp
ap 327
332
327332

ed

A protestant theologian s explanation of the popularity and
cormons
vitality of various sects including the mormons
Mor mons the sects small
congregations their emphasis on the participation of the laity and
their emotional approach to religion spontaneous testimony bearing
etc
are significant factors maintains hutten but most important
he claims is their ability to guarantee their adherents salvation
Gesell schaft der kirche jesu christi
christl
christ
die mikrofilmarbeit der genealogischen gesellschaft
mitteilungsblatt fur
milleilungsblatt
fyr
ligen der letzten
der heiligen
archival
var
Hei
jar
heiliger
archl
letzter tage der arcal
far
deutsches
deutsc hes archivwesen
deutschel
79
dusseldorf XIX cols 77
7779
A report furnished by the church of the history and scope of
micro filming activities
latter day saint microfilming

schreiber hermann and georg schreiber mysten
Mor monen
hysten maurer und mormonen
geheimhynde in 4 jahrtausenden
geheimbunde
ap
lahriausenden vienna 320 pp
in spite of the promising title this volume devotes less than
mormons
three pages of text to the cormons
Mormons sandwiched within a discussion
of the ku klux klan
1957

hutten kurt et al
ap
128 pp
hutten kurt

einheii
die einheit

der kirche und die seffen zollikon zurich

Glauben swelt
die glaubenswelt

des sektierers das sektentum als antireforma
spruch und seine trag5die
anspruch
ansprucb
An
to rische confession
Tra godie hamburg 148 pp
ap
tragodie
konfession sein anspauch
an evangelical theologian s attempt to explain the formation and
cormons find frequent menvitality of various christian sects the mormons

tion

mormonen
dienst ldngsschnitt durch die geis
Mormonen ein leerer tempel
malerialdienst
Material
materialdienst
stromungen
gegenwart
Gege nwart stuttgart
tigen Stro
215
mungen der fragen der gegenwarth
214215
str5mungen
XX 214
275

amerika nische sendungsbewu3tsein
Mor monen und das amerikanische
sendungsbewuatsein
wieser gottlob die mormonen
Kirchen
blatt
kirshenblatt
kirchcnblatt
kirchenblatt
flatt jur
fiatt
269
268269
reformierte schweiz CXIII 268
fur die yeformierte
1958

mormonen
Mormonen

materialdienst
Material
geistigen
stigen
dienst ldngsschnitt durch die gei
geist
Stro mungen und
gel
str5mungen
feist
igen stromungen
gegenwart
Gege nwart stuttgart XXI 105
fragen der gegenwarth
190 252
107 189
189190
105107

mormonen
Sieden
Evangeli sches kirchenlexikon
schnur G
evangelisches
siedenschnur
kirchlich
Mor
monen
theologi sches handwjrterhuch
theologisches
handworterbuch ed heinz brunotte and otto weber
and ed 1962
Got tingen 11
gottingen
g6ttingen
55 2nd
II cols 1453
rottingen
145355
1959
fyr
bodensieck julius
mormonism
recht Fest
schrift fur
fur
festschrift
fir kirche und grundmann
johannes heckel zum 70 geburtstag
gehurtstag ed seigfried
cologne
pp
ap 304312
304 312
A survey of mormon history and doctrine in english bodensieck exposes joseph smith s moral laxness and devotes considerable space to polygamy which he claims was caused by the nomadic
p 312
life in camps
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wl ende punkt im
em
Lebens kraft auf der wendepunkt
ingber edmundo eln
Wende
endepunkt
ein volk baut seine lebenskraft
leben und leiden erlenbach zurich and frankfurt am main XXXVI
48 52 98102
139 143
7 10 4852
1960
543
546
98 102 139143
543546
710

rothenberg friedrich samuel

mormons
mons 11
henre
Mor
henie kassel cormons
beute
beule
heuie
Christ sein heule
II 221
christsein

lehren witten 48 pp
ap
irrlehren
verderbliche Irr
1960
mormonen
Mor monen

gegenwart
Gege
nwart
algermissen konrad
das sektenwesen der gegenwarth
die
ap 3047
aschaffenburg pp
30 47
A critical treatment by a roman catholic authority on christian
sects algermissen s work not only suffers from extreme bias but also
from careless research example
following the death of the last
president 0 mckay who had taken office in 1945 henry D moyle
p
was elected first president by the quorum of twelve apostles
45

gescbichte und gegenwart
mormonen
INform
Gege
gegenwarth
nwart
eggenberger 0
informonen
Mor monen die religion in geschichte
ologie und religionswissenschaft 3rd
The
theologia
ard ed rev
handworterbuch fur theologie
handw5rterhuch
1141
11381141
tubingen
Til
tii bingen IV cols 1138
lu
A reasonably objective general account

heine

Mormonen
die mormonen

E

Zeit
blatter jur
zelf
zeitbldtter
zelt
zeitblatter
jir
fur evangelisch
fir
72
frankfurt am main XIV 71
7172

Luthe raner
der lutheraner

gemeinder
Deutch land
rische gemeinden
lutherische
luthe
Geme inden in deutchland
an attempt to show that certain mormon teachings are not in
harmony with the bible

mormonen
Mormonen
hutten kurt
stuttgart cols 979
980
979980

juch
huch
buch
kon handhuch
auch
kirchen Lexi
handbuch
Hand kura
Welt
Weli
iura
weltkirchen
welikirchen
lexicon
lexikon
weit
veit
velt

der 6kumene

A short uncomplimentary article

pietz reinhold die authority
Hei ligen schrift in den seiten der gegen
authoritw der heiligen
authoritat
heiliger
cormons
warr
26 27
10 2627
Mormons pp
ap 8810
gottingen
g6ttingen
wart
Got tingen mormons
waft rottingen
A scholarly study of the position of the bible in a number of
sects
1961

Hei ligen der
heiliger
Mormonen kirche jesu christi der heiligen
die mormonen
paulinus thierer
bistumsblatt LXXXVII no 26 11 no
trierer bistuynsblait

bartz wilhelm
letzten tage
letzter
227

11

no

228

11

Christl
Christ
lichen
sekten vienna
grundler johannes lexicon
christlicken
icken kirchen und seeten
lexikon
lexihon der christlichen
cormons
1194 95
freiburg and basel mormons
II 119495
Mor mons 1I 326
335 11
326335

one of the most objective general treatments

in german

to have appeared

1962

mormonen
The ologie und kirche ed
theologia
lexikon jur
Mormonen lexicon
algermissen konrad
fur theologie
and ed rev freiburg VII cols 638640
638 640
josef hofer and karl rahner 2nd
A short general article in the standard german language roman
catholic encyclopedia
Mormonen zu halten zurich
litsch charles was haben wir von den mormonen
iltsch
Br
brutsch
ap
4 8 pp
ale
Kathol ischer digest internationale
katholischer
internationals
Internation
monatsrundschau XVI 830
836
kaiholische
kalholische afonaisrundscbau
830836
with strong traces of fawn
A catholic priest s explanation
brodie of joseph smith and of present mormon vitality the cen

christiani
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sure is mild and there are even a few condescending compliments
but a number of errors mar the article which first appeared in the
yla
yia
ecclesia
eccle
sia
french EccIe

essinger helmut

glambeck
gladbeckwestfalen
giad
Mor monen gladbeck
beck westfalen
Glad
die mormonen
West falen

ap
39 pp

durcho land
evangelischer
Evang elischer diziehen
zleben
zlehen durchs
mormonenmissionare siehen
gest stuttgart
IV no 8 3743
37 43
A prominent evangelical theologian s attempt to warn european
p 40 which are omitted by
christians about certain dark points
the admittedly impressive mormon missionaries his most important
disclosures the existence of a mormon splinter group which even
won the allegiance of the first prophet s son and the practice of
polygamy which was given up only under force from the civil
government this article originated in the sonntagsbiatt
sonntagsblatt jur
fur die evangelise h lutherische
in bayern
buy
bay on
luthensc he kirche in

hutten kurt

mormonen
Mori
morl
monen
morinonen
nonen
die Mor

geistesleben
shimmen der zeif
stimmen
Geiste sleben der
zeit
zelf
zelt
zeir monaisschrift
monatsschrift tur
fur
tuf das geisteslehen
Breis gau
gegenwart
CLXX 133
Gege nwart freiburg im breisgau
gegenwarth
135
133135
an accurate and objective thumbnail sketch of mormon history
and belief but one which ends on a pessimistic note the author sees
mession
great danger in the development of an influential american bession
ism

Heiligen der ietzten
heiliger
letzten
kirche jesu christi der heiligen
letzter tage der
entschlup
rum
lebendiges
gfof3e
Chris lentum
groble entschlu8
leben diges Christen
grofle
chrls
chrislentum
christentum
Ent schluP monalsschrift
tum
vienna
monatsschrift jut
fur lebendiger
fut
XVII no 1 172
178
172178

spuller

adele

1963
faische Prophe
jehovas zeuren die neuapostolischen
ilsche
ten jecovas
propheten
propheter
bartz wilhelm F illsche
mormonen
nor
die siebenten
en
monen
slebenten tags adventisten die Mor
mornionen
kirche jesu christi der
Mornion
ligen der delven
heiligen
ap
heiliger
Hei
letzten
lelven tage loth ed rev trier 63 pp
apparently the first edition of this book to include a section on
cormons
the mormons
Mor mons

Wach sturn
das wachstum
stum der mormonenkirche
wachsturn
schweiz CXIX 56
157
56157

Kirchen blatt jur
kirchenblatt
kirshenblatt
reformierle
fur die reformierte

1964

renker Z

ferdinand krenzer
ap
monen limburg 53 pp

ungere
unsere bruder in den septen

die mor

1965

gieck
gleck
gluck
aleck

allgemeine zeitung march 11
frankfurter allgeineine
an essay on happiness written around a personal encounter
with mormon missionaries
1966

um bechs
sechs uhr aus dem bett zweitausend junge mormonen
beim freud
belm
Mor monen beirn
allgemeine Ze
zeitung
echo 66
ilung aug 1
frankfurter allgeineine
A report of the church s second european youth conference
in one of germany s most prestigious national newspapers this
event was also given considerable publicity in local newspapers
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